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ascend (of a road or flight of steps) slope or lead up.
The road ascends to the loch.

ascending Moving or going or growing upward.
A gently ascending forest path.

ascent An upward slope or path that one may walk or climb.
The ascent grew steeper.

boost Give a boost to be beneficial to.
The singer had to be boosted onto the stage by a special contraption.

climb An ascent especially of a mountain or hill by climbing.
He climbed up the steps slowly.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
His other great interest was climbing especially in the Alps.

elevate Raise in rank or condition.
He was elevated to Secretary of State.

elevator
Lifting device consisting of a platform or cage that is raised and lowered
mechanically in a vertical shaft in order to move people from one floor to
another in a building.
In the elevator she pressed the button for the lobby.

escalator A moving staircase consisting of an endlessly circulating belt of steps driven
by a motor, which conveys people between the floors of a public building.

high Of a singer or instrument producing notes of relatively high pitch.
The sculpture stood about five feet high.

hoist Raise or haul up.
Hoist the bicycle onto the roof of the car.

ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
Employees on their way up the career ladder.
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lift
Lifting device consisting of a platform or cage that is raised and lowered
mechanically in a vertical shaft in order to move people from one floor to
another in a building.
Lift the pressure.

mounting The action of mounting something.
He pulled the curtain rail from its mounting.

precipitate A substance precipitated from a solution.
They were precipitated into a conflict for which they were quite unprepared.

promote Of an additive act as a promoter of a catalyst.
Some regulation is still required to promote competition.

raise Raise from a lower to a higher position.
Raise the specter of unemployment.

rise Rise up.
The judge s remark heralded the signal for the court to rise.

risen Above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising Newly come into prominence.
The reforms led to peasant risings.

soar Go or move upward.
The bird spread its wings and soared into the air.

soaring Of imposing height; especially standing out above others.
You may spy bighorn sheep and soaring eagles.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.
stepladder A short folding ladder with flat steps and a small platform.

top The top or extreme point of something usually a mountain or hill.
The car has a top speed of 125 mph.

uphill An upward slope.
An uphill struggle to gain worldwide recognition.

upstairs With respect to the mind.
They lived upstairs.

upward Towards a higher place, point, or level.
She peered upward at the sky.

vertically In a vertical direction.
Vertically stacked books.

zoom Cause a lens or camera to zoom in or out.
We watched the fly zooming around.
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